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Rymds/Etsy Decluttering can make a big difference to the living room, making the space often larger. Use stylish containers to hold items such as extra throw blankets, magazines, toys and pets, and items like game controls or remote controls. Baskets and cloth cubes work great - lightweight, budget-friendly, and are available in a range
of colors, materials and styles to complement the current décor. Seagras Basket, $13, rymds Google Maps app is getting an update that lets you edit a business list, or add an already invisible place. Google also wants everyone to start adding descriptions of places, such as whether the restaurant serves vegetarian food or if it is classified
as romantic. To verify these general modifications, the Map Products team adds tools that also mobilize the editing process. Any changes suggested by other users will be triggered by other users who can determine whether the editis is correct. There is no doubt that the updates are geared towards helping Google collect more data to
feed its exploration recommendation feature, and build what Ed Parsons, Google's chief geographer, calls a selfie of the planet. However, user-generated content was difficult, as Linda Parsons of Fast last month said: We had to work moderation, referring to an incident last year in which someone digitised a lake in the form of An Android
peeing on the Apple logo.) The update will be rolled out on both Android and iOS. Fans stood side by side in and out of Tuscaloosa bars in an attempt to watch the championship game on Monday. Robots that have helped people survive and stay safe over the past year are promoting their value in the tech industry's annual extravagance
amid an epidemic that has given new impetus to the robotics sector. Gordon Hayward scored 34 points and the Charlotte Hornets beat the New York Knicks 109-88 on Monday night for their fourth straight victory. Devonte Graham had 19 points and seven assists for Charlotte, Washington BJ 13 points and the Hornets handed the Knicks
their third straight defeat. Kevin Knox had 19 points to lead the Knicks, and Mitchell Robinson had 12 points and 11 rebounds. The recession was driven by a 5 per cent drop in non-food sales, with fashion, lifestyle and household appliance retailers affected by the forced closure of non-core stores for large parts of the year. Helen
Dickinson, chief executive of the British Retail Federation, said: 2020 has been the worst year ever for retail sales growth. Christmas offered little comfort to these retailers, as many shops were forced to close during the peak trading period. Real Estate Trust, Inc. (NYSE: PSTL) (Inc.), an internally managed real estate investment trust that
owns real estate leased primarily to the United States Postal Services (USPS), today announced the pricing of an IPO in its size of 3,250,000 Class A common stock shares at a price to the public of Per share. As part of the offering, the underwriters were granted a 30-day option to purchase up to 487,500 additional Class A common
shares. The offering is expected to close on January 14, 2021, subject to normal closing conditions. FriendFinder Networks Inc. (FFN), the operator of the world's largest adult dating site, AdultFriendFinder.com, today announced a provision in favor of its Medley.com subsidiary it was founded to have filed in the Santa Clara County
Superior Court, California, against PlentyOfFish Media ULC., a subsidiary of a group There's no need to cripple the big bucks of unarmed Trump: Democrats officially accuse the president of inciting rebellion. : Trump's 'deranged, dysfunctional, dangerous president' * U.S. politics – Live Coverage PayPal Holdings Inc. said On Monday it
banned christian crowdfunding site GiveSendGo after he helped raise money for people who attended last week's event in Washington when supporters of President Donald Trump stormed the Capitol. The digital payments processor also confirmed to Reuters that it had closed an account with Ali Alexander, one of the organizers of the
rally. Bloomberg reported earlier, citing an unnamed source. The MTV Entertainment Group at ViacomCBS will guarantee the newly created Joel Schumacher Mentoraward in honor of the veteran filmmaker. The moratorium was announced On Monday at the Gotham Awards by Gotham Film and Media Institute Executive Director Jeff
Sharpe. The new program is inspired by Schumacher's rich history of collaborating with MTV's longtime creative director, Sophia Cranshaw. It's [...] Queensland CoffeePoints: Brisbane's list and regional Qld coronary virus status sites are current coronary virus hotspots and case sites in Queensland and what to do if you've visited them *
Covid hotspots in Victoria * Covid hotspot in 28 NSWA areas affected by low levels of staff and pressure online shopping during the pandemic. I'm not afraid to take an oath abroad, and I'm getting a briefing, U.S. President-elect Joe Biden told reporters after the outbreak of mob violence at the Capitol last week. The House of
Representatives is set to impeach the president for the second time in just over a year in what U.S. political reporter Griffin Connolly writes is 'Accountability Week' in Washington New Zealand records the seventh hottest year, with severe weather more likely to have been nearly four years since New Zealand has seen months with below-
average temperatures, say researchers recorded a few new locally acquired coronavirus cases on Tuesday, with growing frictions among state leaders over the best approach to managing and containing outbreaks. North Queensland recorded one new case, in a quarantine partner of a cleaner who was found to have a high infection
strain last week, resulting in a three-day closure over the weekend to Monday. The country's most populous state in the country recorded five new locally obtained injuries, including two mysterious cases that caused the emergency department at Mount Druitt Hospital in Sydney to be closed for deep cleaning on Monday. The National
Weather Service confirmed that 5.5 inches of snow had been recorded in nearby Nani a. This footage from Instagram user KC Williams shows a snowball received in slow motion. Credit: KC Williams via StoryfulThe Patriots head coach said that continuing the team's social justice efforts while remaining loyal to the people, the team and
the country loved to outperform any individual award John Matze says 'Tucker Carlson Tonight' he has difficulty getting any vendors replaced for web services, and more unprovoked fears of revenge Andy Behrens, Matt Harmon and Scott Pianowski here to summarize the first round of THE NFL playoffs and preview the games this
weekend for yahoo another episode of the Fantasy Football Prediction! As the presidential election results emerge, there is at least one certainty: television reports and websites will show a map of the United States and include in the coloration of states in red or democratic, such as those that emerge as the result of Barack Obama's re-
election in 2012. Mark Newman's drawing shows the outcome of the 2012 election © M. E. J. Newman's party color conventions are a surprisingly recent development, dating only to 2000, but news organizations have used almost identical maps to report elections since at least 1896.Although it has become the default representation of
the American elections, arguably a very flawed map. The famous chart is choropleth - a thematic map in which areas are colored according to statistical value. Although there are several well-established alternatives, they involve trade-offs that we wanted to avoid. We set out to find a third way to correct the reduction of the standard
cortobel while avoiding weaknesses in the current alternatives. In 2012, Barack Obama was elected with 51.1 percent of the popular vote. This was sufficient to mobilize 332 electoral votes, or 61.7 per cent of the electoral college. However, the states with only 37 per cent of the United States area are those with 37 per cent -- 44 per cent
excluding Alaska. It's a well-known problem: Because the U.S. population is not evenly distributed, states with vast areas will appear disproportionately on geographic maps, even though they are sparsely populated and have few electoral votes. Montana is 15 times more than Vermont, but they have the same number of electoral votes.
Influence is political bias: Large rural areas tend to vote Republican, and the map shows a much higher percentage of red than the election results justify. Critics argue that the map is therefore politically misleading and so distorted that it is simply unhelpful. Alternative cartogramA can achieve a more honest representation of data using a
graph of the krungram, a type of map that adjusts the state area for a number of electoral votes. Making a cartoon is inevitably distorting the shape or position of the states for each other, so commercial drawings trade in familiarity for accuracy. In one extremist, contiguous drawings maintain the borders of states, but they strongly distort
their forms. Mark Newman of the University of Michigan produced such drawings for the 2012 election. The most common form of election news reporting is another form of chart that represents each state as a district or square, which is resized to match the area of forms with the influence of the state in the electoral college. These
models were published here in 2012, and national public broadcasters have used similar forms this year, among others. The FT used a diagram of the tiled network to show Richard Nixon's victory in 1972, showing a hymn drawing in each state as a fair of forms equal to their votes in the electoral college. This allows states to break their
shape and boundaries, and makes it easy to compare state sizes. FT used a grid chart of tiles as early as 1972, but the popularity of the format has only recently grown. It is used this year, with a variety of tile formats by FiveThirtyEight, the Wall Street Journal and The Washington Post.The compromise after testing these options and
discussing at length, we got to map our live drawing results that attempts to take better than other methods. The basic white geographical map places situations in their size, shape and familiar location, allowing them to be quickly identified. Using a set of points rather than a solid mobilization to represent the result ensures that the amount
of red and blue on the map accurately reflects the weight of states in the election result, rather than the surface area (unrelated). Like a wet grid chart, it's easy to compare the number of electoral votes in each state visually without counting or interpreting the numbers printed on the map. Because each electoral vote is a separate sign, it
can accurately represent the divided electoral votes that can be enabled in Mayne and Nebraska, or the possibility of an uninsured voter. Tom Pearson, the interactive developer of FT, created a settlement map, which first appeared in a video explaining the electoral college and our election night guide. We later discovered that it was
similar to the solution developed for the 2013 Australian elections by Gabrielever dance of the Guardian.Live event: Making Sense the FT Election in London on November 10 to discuss the state of American politics after Elections, but this representation has limits. The densely populated north-eastern regions are covered with points,
making it difficult to name the area. This also means that the map works best on large screens - on small mobile screens, we had to go back to choropleth. Useful for what? Does the traditional map fall short? This depends entirely on the question you want to answer to the reader. If the question is to discover the result in Utah, the
traditional map is not a bad choice. For an audience familiar with the geography of the United States, the map is useful for determining how a particular country quickly votes. Since most presidential elections depend on the outcome in a few swing states, this is an important consideration. Cartagegrams can easily sacrifice states to better
answer how important a victory is in Florida, for example, relative to neighboring Georgia, or to get a more accurate sense of the result reflected in the shading of modified surface areas. We believe that our third method embodies the best of both approaches. But the most important question for any election is who won. We warned earlier
against overuse of maps, a situation in which no map or cartoon can override the accuracy of the modest graph of the stacked bar -- that's why that's what's going to appear on our homepage and above our results map, and an earlier version of one of the maps that included this article incorrectly indicated that Mitt Romney won Florida in



2012. In fact, Barack Obama won state.@martinstabeGraphics Chris Campbell and Tom Pearson; video by Tom Hanen, Barney Jobson and Russell Birkett Birkett
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